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1 EXT. MOUNTAINS OF ALBERTA DAYTIME SUNNY

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. On a sunny day in the

mountains of Alberta, the Stone family are having a picnic.

ROCKY STONE in his 30’s Caucasian handsome, smart, charming,

funny, nice ,brave, wise, and muscular, has a brown

handlebar mustache, has green eyes and wearing his Mountie

uniform. He is lying down on the picnic blanket while eating

a sandwich.

HARVEY STONE 5 years old Caucasian, autistic,cheerful,

hyperactive, brave, smart, caring, has short red hair, has

blue eyes is playing tag with his sister CARLA STONE 4 years

old Caucasian stylish, sassy, pretty, creative, curious, and

nice, has long blond hair and blue eye.

DARLA STONE in her 30’s Caucasian, smart, caring, creative,

artistic, judgmental, mature, and responsible , has brown

hair and blue eyes POUR a pitcher of lemonade into a cup for

Rock.

DARLA STONE

(to Rocky)

Do you really have to wear that

ridiculous uniform all the time.

It’s your day off, you don’t need

to worry about work.

ROCKY STONE

(smiling)

I have to be prepared for anything,

even if I need to be called on my

day off. Besides what’s the worst

that could happen today eh?

Harvey chase after Darla trying to tag her.

HARVEY STONE

(Smiling)

I’m going to get you Carla

CARLA STONE

No you can’t.

HARVEY STONE

(smiling)

Oh yes I will.

Harvey stops and throws a LIGHTNING BOLT out of his hand at

Carla. Rocky leaps through the air and tackles Carla out of

the way of the lightning bolt. The lightning bolt hit the

tree and causing FLAMES to appear out of it.

(CONTINUED)
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ROCKY STONE

(mad at Harvey)

Harvey Hector Stone What is wrong

with you?!

HARVEY STONE

(upset)

Sorry daddy I didn’t mean too.

ROCKY STONE

(mad)

I told you not to use your

electricity and ice powers in

public, what happens if someone

sees you doing that?

HARVEY STONE

(crying)

I’m sorry daddy. I didn’t mean to

do that.

Harvey cries while using his ICE POWERS on the ground,

covering it in ice.

ROCKY STONE

I understand son, but you did this

to yourself for drinking that

energy drink. Just remember to do

your power training with Professor

Nick alright at the G.M.F alright.

Suddenly GUST OF WIND come out of nowhere. The Stone family

squint their eyes from the dust blowing in their faces.

DARLA STONE

What’s going on?

CARLA STONE

What’s happening daddy?

Rocky look up in the air and has a disappointing look on his

face. SAD PIANO CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. G.M.F

helicopter come hovering down to the ground.

DARLA STONE

(to Rocky)

Don’t tell me that you have to do

now?

ROCKY STONE

It seems that way.

Harvey run up to Rocky and grab onto Rocky’s leg not wanting

him to leave.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(to Rocky)

Daddy don’t go.

ROCKY STONE

(to Harvey)

I have to son. It’s my job, but if

I don’t come back.

Rocky take off his Mountie hat and put it onto Harvey’s

head.

ROCKY STONE

I want you to keep this...To

remember me by.

A tear comes down Harvey’s face. Rocky put Carla down to the

ground. Rocky kisses Darla and Harvey and walk towards the

helicopter.

HARVEY STONE

(yells at Rocky)

DADDY!!!

Rocky turn his attention to Harvey. Rocky has a confuse look

on his face wondering what Harvey want to say to him.

HARVEY STONE

Someday, I will be a Mountie just

like you...And work for the G.M.F

like you do.

Rocky smiles and then walk up towards the helicopter. Darla

has a worried look on her face worrying about what Harvey

has said.

Rocky get into the helicopter and close the door behind him.

The helicopter HOVERS up into the air and FLY away from the

mountains.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

2 INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE BATHROOM

SUPER IN/OUT - "10 YEARS LATER"

HAPPY GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. In the

bathroom Harvey is brushing his teeth in the bathroom

mirror. He spit into the sink and smile into the mirror.

CUT TO
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3 INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE HARVEY’S ROOM.

Harvey puts on a shirt with a red maple leaf on the front of

it and then he puts on a red jacket. He looks into his

mirror and put on his Mountie hat.

HARVEY STONE

(smiling)

Looking good Mr.Stone

Harvey turn his attention to a photo of his father on his

dresser.

HARVEY STONE

I miss you dad.

DARLA STONE (O.S)

Harvey, you better get down here

and eat breakfast before you go to

school.

CUT TO

4 INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE KITCHEN

In the kitchen Darla POUR coffee into her coffee cup and

Carla is putting her makeup on while sitting at the kitchen

table.

Suddenly an ICE SLIDE APPEAR in the kitchen. Harvey slides

down the slide and enters into the kitchen.

DARLA STONE

(to Harvey)

Harvey what did I say about making

ice slides?

HARVEY STONE

Not to do it.

DARLA STONE

And water get into the house.

CARLA STONE

And the slide is starting to melt

already.

Water is DRIPPING off of the ice slide as it starts to melt.

Harvey pick up a bottle of orange juice and pour some into a

glass and drinks it.

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA STONE

(to Harvey)

Now remember what your father said

don’t use your powers in public.

HARVEY STONE

Mom you told me this for 10 year I

know that not to do it.

Harvey ZAPS ELECTRICITY out of his fingers at some bread on

a plate turning them into toast. Harvey pick up a piece of

toast and eats it.

HARVEY STONE

What would happen if I did, people

won’t be afraid of me they might

think I’m a hero eh.

DARLA STONE

Or a freak.

CARLA STONE

Or an alien. I’m OK of you having

those super powers, but I still

think they are silly.

Harvey smirks and ZAPS LIGHTNING out of his finger at Carla

causing her hair to stick upward in the air. Carla SCREAMS

in disgust and STATIC come out of Carla’s hair.

DARLA STONE

(upset)

Harvey!!!

HARVEY STONE

What she called me an alien.

DARLA STONE

(mad)

Just get your butt to school.

Harvey pick up his backpack and walk of the kitchen. Carla

start to CRY because of her hair.

CARLA STONE

(mad)

Whoever made that energy drink that

Harvey drank, he or she is going to

pay.

CUT TO
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5 INT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL HALLWAY DAYTIME

MELLOW GUITAR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later at

Edmonton Central High School Harvey walk up to his locker

and put his hand on the dial.

Suddenly Harvey hears some lockers RATTLING and turn his

attention to RUPERT SKYLER 17 years old, Caucasian, smart,

nerdy, athletic, bossy, muscular, rude and mean has short

jelled hair and wears glasses who is SLAMMING JAMES "JIM"

JAYSON 14 years old African Canadian, shy, active, smart,

worrisome, nice, and good-natured has brown hair and brown

eyes against the lockers.

RUPERT SKYLER

(to James)

What did you say to me?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worrying)

I said that you are grumpy, just

chill out eh.

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

How about you chill out in your

locker, nerd.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worrying)

But you’re a nerd too, and

muscular.

RUPERT SKYLER

(mad)

It’s a long story.

Rupert OPENS James’s locker and shoves him into it. Harvey

see Rupert bullying James. Harvey smirks and press his hand

against the other lockers. Harvey make ELECTRICITY come out

of his hand and the electricity flows along the other

lockers and end up hitting Rupert, making the electricity to

shock Rupert. Rupert gets off of the ground and James gets

out of his locker.

Rupert GRUNTS in anger and walks away from James. Harvey

walk up to James with a smile on his face.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Wow? I wonder how that happened?

How he got shocked by electricity.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

I don’t know. Maybe it could become

static electricity in the air.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Must be a lot of static

electricity.

James turn his attention to Harvey.

HARVEY STONE

My name is Harvey. Are you new

here?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Apparently...yes eh. I moved here

from British Columbia. My name is

James Jayson, but you can call me

Jim eh.

HARVEY STONE

(smile)

Hi Jim and welcome to Edmonton.

Come on I’ll show you around the

school.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL (O.S)

If you are a goth why do you have

blonde hair?

DARCY DILLIANS (O.S)

Because some goths don’t have to

dye their hair black.

Harvey and James turn their attention to CHRISTINA ODDONELL

15 years old Caucasian, beautiful, self-centered, sassy,

devious, and lovely, has long blonde hair and orange eyes

who is talking to DARCY DILLIANS 16 years old, Caucasian,

sassy, rude, friendly, gothic, strong willed and grumpy has

blonde hair and blue eyes.

CHRISTINA ODDONELL

Oh please all goths have black

hair, but you don’t eh.

DARCY DILLIANS

(bummed)

I can’t believe I moved from

Arizona for this.

Christina walk away from Darcy and Harvey and James walk up

to her.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(to Darcy)

Are you new here too?

DARCY DILLIANS

(rolls her eyes)

Yeah. Me and my parents moved from

Arizona to be "safe" here. I don’t

know what’s so safe about Canada?

HARVEY STONE

It’s peaceful, there are not a lot

of violence and you get free health

care.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiles)

It’s true free health care.

Darcy SIGHS in boredom feeling disgusted for moving to

Edmonton.

DARCY DILLIANS

(bored)

I’m so bored already, isn’t there

anything exciting around here?

Harvey smile and has an idea to cheer up James and Darcy.

HARVEY STONE

Do you guys want to see something

really cool?

James and Darcy wonder what it is that Harvey is going to

shock them.

FADE TO

6 EXT. EDMONTON CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL BACK OF THE SCHOOL

Harvey, Darcy and James walk into the back of the high

school for Harvey to show something cool to Darcy and James.

DARCY DILLIANS

(bored)

Is this the cool thing you want us

to see....A normal wall of the back

of the school?

HARVEY STONE

It’s not the wall...It’s me.

(CONTINUED)
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James and Darcy are confuse. EPIC CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND. Harvey BLAST ICE BEAMS out of his hands, down to

the ground making an ICE PILLAR to APPEAR while he is on it.

James and Darcy are surprise and speechless on what they

saw.

HARVEY STONE

(smiling)

You think that’s cool, check this

out.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRICITY out of his fingers into the air.

James and Darcy are amazed by Harvey’s powers. Harvey spin

in the air while FIRING ELECTRIC ICICLES out of his hands.

Harvey FIRE ICE BEAMS out of his hands as he slide down the

icy slide he made.

DARCY DILLIANS

(amazed)

OK....How did you get those powers?

HARVEY STONE

When I was 5 years old I drank an

energy drink that my dad brought

home from work.

DISSOLVE TO

7 INT. HARVEY’S HOUSE KITCHEN 10 YEARS AGO

10 years ago 5 year old Harvey looks up at a metal briefcase

on the kitchen counter

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

My dad was helping my mom putting

paint cans into the car for an art

project she is working on.

He stand up onto a chair to see what’s inside of the

briefcase.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

I opened the briefcase to see what

it was...

5 year old Harvey opens the briefcase and its a can of Power

Up Energy Drink.

HARVEY STONE (V.O) (CONT’D)

... an energy drink can called

Power Up Energy Drink.

(CONTINUED)
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5 year old Harvey takes the energy drink out of the

briefcase.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

I through it was a normal energy

drink, so I decide to take a drink

of it.

5 year old Harvey OPEN the energy drink can and drink the

energy drink.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

I drank the entire can and suddenly

my dad came into the kitchen.

Rocky comes back into the kitchen and is in shock to see

Harvey drinking the energy drink. Rocky run over to Harvey

and slaps the energy drink can out of Harvey’s hands,

knocking it to the floor. Rocky picks up the energy drink

can and a drop of the energy drink drips out of the can and

onto the floor.

HARVEY STONE (V.O)

My dad was mad at me for thinking

the energy drink.

Harvey BURPS ELECTRICITY BOLTS out of his mouth and then

SNEEZE ICICLES out of his nose. Harvey has a confuse scared

look on his face wondering what’s going on.

DISSOLVE TO

RETURN TO SCENE

HARVEY STONE

And that’s how I got my powers eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That’s so cool eh, I hope that we

get powers from an energy drink

someday.

DARCY DILLIANS

(bored)

Me too, but by the way, where did

he get that drink from?

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know, maybe a wizard made

it, or an evil scientist or it came

from a secret basement from a soda

company.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

Whatever it came from, your powers

are sure are amazing.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Do you train with your powers?

HARVEY STONE

Yes, at the G.M.F. It stands for

Global Mountie Force. That’s the

same place my dad work.Someday I

want to work full time for the

G.M.F.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Do you miss your dad

HARVEY STONE

Sometimes, but I know a guy who

works at the G.M.F Professor Nick,

he helps me control my powers and

help me train my powers. I’m going

to the G.M.f today for training,

you guys can come if you want.

James has an exciting look on his face wanting to go to the

G.M.F. Darcy roll her eyes with a smile on her face that she

wants to come with them to the G.M.F.

DARCY DILLIANS

(smiles)

It’s better then handing out with

my parents. Sure...I want to come

to this G.M.F

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smile)

I want to come too.

HARVEY STONE

Alright then.

FADE TO

8 INT. THE G.M.F HQ LATER

GLORIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Later Harvey,

Darcy and James walk into the G.M.F HQ through the front

doors. Harvey has a smile on his face, feeling very excited

to show Darcy and James around the place.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(Smiles)

Here we are, the G.M.F. The same

place where my dad works at. And my

training grounds.

James and Darcy smile while looking around the inside of the

HQ. Mounties walk pass them and some of the employees are

working at the cafe. Suddenly Darcy starts to feel bored.

DARCY DILLIANS

(bored)

I’m starting to get bored.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(smiling)

Don’t get bored over this, I think

Harvey will show us more cool

things around here.

HARVEY STONE

Do you guys want to see the place

where I use my powers for training?

James nod his head with excitement while Darcy roll her eyes

in boredom.

FADE TO

9 INT. THE G.M.F LABORATORY

Harvey, James and Darcy walk into the laboratory where

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK in his 40’s, handsome, smart,

clever, wise, creative, curious, and mature, has green eyes

and orange curly hair is looking through a microscope. And

PROFESSOR NICK in his late 40’s, Hispanic, crazy, positive,

helpful, caring, smarty, cheeky and goofy, has grey hair and

purple eyes, he walk up to Harvey with a smile on his face.

PROFESSOR NICK

(smiles)

Hi there Harvey.

HARVEY STONE

Hi Professor Nick

PROFESSOR NICK

So these must be your new friends

eh?

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Yes, yes they are.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Well it’s nice to meet you 2.

HARVEY STONE

So is Master Mountie here?

MASTER MOUNTIE (O.S)

Of course I am boy.

MASTER MOUNTIE in his 80’s wise, smart, goofy, muscular,

bald, and has a white mustache comes into the laboratory

with a smile on his face.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(smiling)

Hello there Harvey my boy. How are

you?

HARVEY STONE

I’m doing great eh.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(to James and Darcy)

And you must be James and Darcy?

James and Darcy have confuse looks on their faces.

DARCY DILLIANS

How did you know our names?

MASTER MOUNTIE

Harvey called earlier to tell me

that he’s bringing friends over.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(ask)

So is the Global Mountie Force?

MASTER MOUNTIE

The G.M.F is an organization where

we train Mounties to protect and

serve in all other places around

the world. Our main purpose in the

G.M.F is to make sure the world is

protected and to prevent danger

from happening.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Wow, this is so cool they allow you

to be here.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Well my dad works here, but I never

seen him since I was 5. He went on

a G.M.F mission but he never came

back.

James and Darcy feel sorry for Harvey.

DARCY DILLIANS

Wow...That’s got to be 1 long

mission he’s on.

HARVEY STONE

I hope that he comes, but in the

mean time I can show you guys the

rest of the G.M.F

DARLA STONE (O.S)

You are not going to show anyone

anything else!!!

Harvey and the others turn their attention to Darla who come

into the laboratory with a mad look on her face.

HARVEY STONE

Mom. Why are you here?

DARLA STONE

(mad)

Just to tell you that you used your

superpowers in public....IN FRONT

OF YOUR NEW FRIENDS!!!

HARVEY STONE

How did you know that I used my

powers in public?

DARLA STONE

Your sister texted me.

HARVEY STONE

But mom they are new here and they

don’t know much about Edmonton.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worrying)

I do know some stuff about

Edmonton, like it was founded in

1795, it began as a trading post

called Fort Edmonton, there main

exports are...

(CONTINUED)
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DARLA STONE

(interrupts)

Sorry to interrupt but this is a

family thing we are having here.

DARCY DILLIANS

Whatever Mrs Stone.

Darcy and James walk over to the side to the Professors.

DARLA STONE

(to Harvey)

What I told you about using your

powers in public, DON’T DO IT!!!

HARVEY STONE

(worrying)

I’m sorry mom, it was just 1

time they won’t even tell anyone

else.

Suddenly an ALARM comes off. TENSE DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN

THE BACKGROUND. Master Mountie, Professor Nick and Edward

notice the alarm is RINGING and Darcy and James are

wondering what’s going on.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(surprise)

Oh no, not now. Not at a time like

this.

DARCY DILLIANS

Is this a fire drill?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(nervous)

Or something worse?

MASTER MOUNTIE

No...the prisoners are escaping.

DARLA STONE

(to Harvey)

They won’t tell anyone? What

happens if they tell their parents

what would they think of you.

HARVEY STONE

(worried)

I don’t know. They don’t know what

to do with me and my powers, they

think they will be speechless.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly some of the G.M.F PRISONERS come into the

laboratory. Master Mountie goes in front of Darcy and James

to protect them from the escaped prisoners.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Get behind us 2 you.

DARCY DILLIANS

Are you sure, they look stronger

then you.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worrying)

And dangerous.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Don’t worry you 2, I got some

tricks up my sleeves.

The G.M.F prisoners charge at Master Mountie and the others.

Master Mountie smirks and raise his hands in the air. He

PROJECTS MAGICAL ENERGY BEAMS out of his hands at the G.M.F

Prisoners. The G.M.F Prisoners get hit by the energy beams

knocking them to the floor.

DARCY DILLIANS

(surprise)

How did you get those powers?

MASTER MOUNTIE

It’s a long story.

DARLA STONE

(mad)

Speechless, they won’t be

speechless they will just be scared

and confused.

Suddenly DUKE GRAVESTONE in his 40’s African American,

smooth, grouch, crazy, cruel, evil, selfish, and mean has a

spider-web tattoo on his face and black hair come into the

laboratory. Master Mountie FIRES MAGICAL ENERGY BEAMS out of

his hands at Duke. Duke dodge the energy beams and roll over

to the side. He turn his attention to Darla.

HARVEY STONE

(nervously smiling)

I don’t think they will be confused

or scared...

DARLA STONE

(interrupts)

(MORE) (CONTINUED)
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DARLA STONE (cont’d)
I don’t care. In that you’re

forbidden to go the G.M.F ever

again.

Duke runs over to Darla and grabs hold of her and picks her

up. Darla SCREAMS and struggle to break out of Duke’s grip.

DARLA STONE

What the heck, what’s going on, and

who are you?

DUKE GRAVESTONE

(to Darla)

You’re coming with me lady.

Duke SNAPS his fingers and a BLACK HOLE APPEAR under his

feet SUCKING him and Darla into it.

HARVEY STONE

Mom!!!

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

What just happened?

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

Duke Gravestone. He has the power

of shadow manipulation meaning he

can control and create shadows.

PROFESSOR NICK

Duke gained that ability from

drinking an energy drink.

HARVEY STONE

Like with me when I drank a

different energy drink.

DARCY DILLIANS

Wait? Are there other flavors of

this magical energy drink? And this

Duke dude drank some?

MASTER MOUNTIE

He certainly did.

HARVEY STONE

But what about my mom, he kidnapped

her in front of us. Where did he

take her?

(CONTINUED)
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MASTER MOUNTIE

We always have a tracking chip on

each of the prisoners just in case.

Master Mountie give Harvey the tracker. Harvey look at the

tracker with BEEPING NOSE coming out of the tracker.

HARVEY STONE

Duke has taken my mom to down town

Edmonton. I’m going to save her.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Harvey)

If you’re going we are going too.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worried)

What? Are you crazy, that guy has

superpowers, Harvey has

superpowers, and we are powerless.

PROFESSOR NICK

In that case we got these G.M.F

gadgets for you.

Professor Edward pulls a drawer and hands G.M.F badges, and

watches to James and Darcy.

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

The watches fire laser beams and

the G.M.F badges can protect force

fields.

Darcy and James smile for the watches and badges that they

got.

DARCY DILLIANS

Alright...Now we are prepared.

HARVEY STONE

(smile)

Good, now let’s get going.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Good luck you 3.

Harvey, James and Darcy run out of the laboratory to rescue

Darla.

FADE TO
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10 INT. ABANDON WAREHOUSE

TENSE OMINOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile

at an abandon warehouse Duke pulls some tarps off of stacks

of energy drink cans. Darla has a worried nervous look on

her face while being tied to a chair.

DARLA STONE

(nervous)

Your parents must be proud of you?

Duke turn his attention to Darla with a serious look on his

face. Darla looks nervous.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

My parents disown me years ago due

to my powers, they think that I’m a

freak now.

Duke continues to take off the tarp off of the rest of the

stacked energy drink cans.

DARLA STONE

(nervous)

Oh...Sorry I don’t think that

you’re a freaks, I think you are

just misunderstood eh.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

Who cares eh.

DARLA STONE

(ask)

What are you going to do to me?

DUKE GRAVESTONE

Nothing, you’re my hostage.

Duke turn his attention to the map of the world on the wall.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

You see, I am working with this

billionaire who owns this famous

soda company, and he wants me to

release these Power Up Energy

Drinks all over the world to the

public. And those energy drink cans

you see there, they are disguised

as soda cans.

DARLA STONE

And once people drink those, they

will develop superpowers

permanently.

(CONTINUED)
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DUKE GRAVESTONE

That’s right lady.

Duke takes a soda can off of the stack and OPENS it up.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

And speaking of superpowers, it’s

time for you to get some

superpowers of yourself.

Darla looks nervous as Duke walks up towards her with the

energy drink can. Suddenly the doors to the warehouse BURST

OPEN and CRASH onto the floor.

HARVEY STONE

Freeze Duke...And I mean

freeze...literally.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey SLAPS

his hand onto the ground causing ICE to spread towards

Duke’s feet, causing the ice to FREEZE up all over Duke’s

feet making him stuck to the ground.

ELECTRICITY comes out Harvey’s feet and he LAUNCH himself

through the air and throws a flying jump kick at Duke

hitting him and make him fall to the ground causing the soda

can to be knocked out of his hand and fall to the ground.

HARVEY STONE

(to Darcy and James)

You 2 free my mom, I’ll take care

of Duke.

Darcy and James run over to free Darla. Harvey throws an

ELECTRIC kick at Duke. Duke dodge the kick and FIRES SHADOWY

ENERGY BLAST out of his hands at Harvey. Harvey PROJECTS AN

ICE SHIELD out of his hands to REFLECT the energy blast.

Harvey throws ELECTRIC punches at Duke, hitting him and make

him walk backwards while Harvey punches him.

Darcy FIRES A LASER out of her watch at the rope around

Darla cutting her free. Darla stand up of the chair with a

smile on her face.

DARLA STONE

Thank you 2.

(shouts to Harvey)

And Harvey when you are done

fighting that bad guy, you’re in

big trouble.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey has a confuse look on his face and suddenly he gets

hit by a SHADOWY punch in the face. Harvey FIRES ELECTRIC

SNOWBALLS out of his hands at Duke, but Duke PROJECTS A

BLACK HOLE out of his hands to SUCK the electric snowballs

into it.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(to Darla)

Don’t you think that being

overprotective about your son’s

powers is a bad thing?

DARLA STONE

No, but I just don’t want him to

use his powers in public like this.

DARCY DILLIANS

(to Darcy)

Why not?

DARLA STONE

I don’t want him to end up like his

father. Leaving for a very long

mission, won’t come back home. I

don’t want that to happen to

Harvey.

Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out of his hands at Duke. Duke

SUCKS the lightning bolts into a black hole and throws a

punch at Harvey. Harvey catches Duke’s punch and judo throws

him to the ground, causing a LIGHTNING BOLT to come down

from the sky and hit down onto Duke and ELECTROCUTING him.

DARCY DILLIANS

(smiles)

Nice moves Harvey.

HARVEY STONE

(smiles)

Thanks eh. I am trained in

Boxing, Taekwondo,Jujitsu,judo,aikido,

kendo, kenpo, okichitaw and defendo

DARCY DILLIANS

(confuse)

Okichita what and Defend who?

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

They are Canadian martial arts that

were made here in Canada.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

(to James)

Could they at least name those

names that aren’t confusing.

Duke leap off of the ground and throws a SHADOWY punch at

Harvey. Harvey blocks the punch and throws Duke to the

ground.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(to Darla)

Mrs. Stone if you don’t let your

son do what he wants to do with his

powers, he won’t be the person he

wants to be.

Duke leap off of the ground and FIRES SHADOWY ENERGY BLAST

out of his hands at Harvey. Harvey get hit by the energy

blast and Duke turn his attention to Darla, Darcy and James.

He smirks and use his powers to make a BLACK HOLE to APPEAR

behind them.

The Black hole SUCKS Darcy, Darla and James into it as they

SCREAM while being sucked into the black hole. Harvey FIRES

ICE BEAMS out of his hands at the black hole causing it to

FREEZE in solid ice, making Darcy, Darla and James to slam

into the frozen black hole and fall to the ground.

DARLA STONE

I didn’t knew that Harvey’s powers

can freeze a black hole.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

That’s just scientifically

impossible, having that much power

to freeze a black hole eh.

HARVEY STONE

(to Duke)

Time to end this Duke. You’re going

back to jail eh.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

No way Buster Brown, I’m not going

to jail until I get paid.

Duke use his powers to make BLACK HOLES to APPEAR onto the

stacks of energy drink cans and SUCK them into the black

holes transporting them all over the world.

HARVEY STONE

This isn’t good.

(CONTINUED)
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Harvey takes off his Mountie hat and use his ICE POWERS to

transform it into an icy buzz saw. ELECTRICITY APPEARS on

the buzz saw hat and Harvey throws it at Duke. Duke uses his

SHADOWY ENERGY POWERS to block the attack and push the buzz

saw hat back at Harvey.

Harvey FIRES ELECTRIC rope out of his hand and attaches it

to his buzz saw hat. He swings the electric rope attached to

the his buzz saw hat at Duke again. Duke dodge the attack

and FIRES DARK SHADOWY ENERGY out of his hands at Darla,

Darcy and James.

James and Darcy PROJECT FORCE FIELDS out of their badges to

block the shadowy energy blast.

DARLA STONE

Those badges project force fields?

DARCY DILLIANS

They sure do eh.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Now for a counter attack.

James FIRES LASERS out of his watch at Duke. Duke gets hit

by the laser fire and then get hit by Harvey’s buzz saw hat.

Harvey catches his hat and put it on his head. He runs up at

Duke hitting him in the head with an electric ice punch. He

then throws an ice kick at Duke in the hip. Duke FIRES a

SHADOWY ENERGY BLAST out of his hand at Harvey, hitting him

and make him fly through the air and CRASH against the wall.

DARLA STONE

Harvey no!!!

HARVEY STONE

I’m alright mom.

Harvey stands up from the ground and go into his fighting

stance.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

(to Harvey)

Are you still in this fight?

HARVEY STONE

(smiling)

Of course I am. I’m going to be a

Mountie just like my dad.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

Like that’s ever going to happen,

your father just abandon you and

your family.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(mad)

How do you know that? You don’t

know anything about my father.

Duke uses his SHADOWY ENERGY POWERS to CREATE a BIG SHADOWY

ENERGY BALL in his hands.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

I used to be friends with the guy

and I hate his guts.

Duke throws the big shadowy energy ball at Harvey. Harvey

uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to CREATE a FORCE FIELD around

him bouncing the big shadowy energy ball back at Duke. Duke

dodge the shadowy energy ball as it CRASHES through the

wall.

Harvey use his ICE POWERS on his feet to make ICE SKATES to

APPEAR on his feet. He skates towards Duke and throws an

ELECTRIC punch at him. Duke blocks Harvey’s punch and

CREATES a GIANT SHADOWY HAND to appear from behind his back.

The Giant Shadowy Hand hits Harvey knocking him to the

ground.

Harvey SLAPS his hand on the ground and LIGHTNING BOLTS come

out of the ground and ELECTROCUTE Duke. Duke GRUNTS from

getting electrocuting and FIRES SHADOWY ENERGY ARROWS at

Harvey. Suddenly Darcy and James come in front of Harvey and

PROJECT their FORCE FIELDS out of their badges, causing the

shadowy energy arrows to BOUNCE off of the force fields and

go upward into the air.

HARVEY STONE

(to James and Darcy)

Jim, Darcy you take my mom and get

out of here, I can take care of

Duke.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

We want to help you fight this

freak. Even if we have to get hurt

in the process.

DARCY DILLIANS

Hello we have G.M.F gadgets here.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

But you only got 2.

DARCY DILLIANS

Whatever, we can still help you

fight.

(CONTINUED)
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DUKE GRAVESTONE

You 2 want to help your super

powered friend. Don’t make me laugh

eh.

DARLA STONE (O.S)

Don’t you dare insult my son’s new

friends.

Duke turn his attention to Darla who has a mad serious look

on her face.

DARLA STONE

(serious)

I’m glad that my son drank that

drink years ago. He’s been training

10 years with his super powers of

his to walk in his father’s

footsteps to join the G.M.F so he

can stop bad guys like you.

Duke smirks and then laughs. Darla is speechless and Harvey

has a mad look on his face.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

As if eh. He won’t even make it.

HARVEY STONE

Of course I will, and the G.M.F has

a code that they live by, is that "

a Mountie serves and protect to

their very best". And what I’m

going to do to you.

DARLA STONE

You said it Harvey be like your

father.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

Zip it lady.

Duke FIRES a SHADOWY ENERGY BEAM out of his hands at Darla.

HARVEY STONE

(shouts to Darla)

Look out!!!

Harvey uses his ELECTRICITY POWERS to ZOOM at Darla and

tackles her away from the incoming shadowy energy beam as it

hits the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

(mad at Duke)

Alright you Shadow handed freak.

Time to face the mighty fist of

justice of the Mounties.

Harvey gets mad and he ZOOMS at Harvey and COVERS his body

in HARD ICE and tackles Duke and SLAMS him to the ground.

Duke CREATES a SHADOWY ENERGY HAND over Harvey and the hand

grabs Harvey and throw him off of Duke and slam him to the

ground.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

It’s my turn kid.

Duke leaps off of the ground and FIRES SHADOWY ENERGY BEAMS

out of his hands at Harvey. Harvey FIRES LIGHTNING BOLTS out

of his hands at the incoming shadowy energy beams causing

them to hit each other and EXPLODE making a CLOUD of SMOKE

to APPEAR.

Duke leaps through the smoke and throws a punch down towards

Harvey, with SHADOWY ENERGY around Duke’s fist. Harvey

smirks and use his ICE POWERS to make an ICE WALL to APPEAR

causing Duke to slam into the ice wall.

Duke stands up from the ground with SHADOWY ENERGY GLOWING

around his fist.Harvey pushes the ice wall out of the way

and use his ICE POWERS to CREATE a ICE HAMMER and swings it

at Duke, hitting him and make him FLY through the air.

Duke CRASHES through the wall of the warehouse. Darla, Darcy

and James run up to Harvey.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(worried)

Is it over? Is Duke knocked out?

DARCY DILLIANS

Looks like it. Could we go home

now?

DUKE GRAVESTONE (O.S)

(grunting)

Ohhh...It’s not over yet Mountie

Boy.

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Harvey, Darla,

Darcy and James turn their attention to Duke who is comes

back into the warehouse.

(CONTINUED)
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DARCY DILLIANS

(to Harvey)

Did he just call you Mountie Boy?

We are here too.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

Yeah but we did least of the

fighting.

DUKE GRAVESTONE

Prepare to be engulfed into

darkness.

Duke goes into his fighting stances and SHADOWY ENERGY GLOWS

on his fists. Suddenly Duke gets hit in the back by an

ENERGY BLAST and collapse to the ground.

DARLA STONE

(smiles)

Harvey you did it. You defeated

Duke.

HARVEY STONE

I didn’t.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

If you didn’t then...Who did?

DRAMATIC MYSTERIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Through the hole in the wall, a TALL HOODED MAN wearing a

long black cloak and has red glowing eyes is on top of the

hill.

Harvey and the others have confuse looks on their faces

wondering if that tall hooded man defeated Duke. Suddenly

the Tall Hooded Man TELEPORTS away as G.M.F vehicles arrive

on the scene.

FADE TO

11 INT. G.M.F MASTER MOUNTIE’S OFFICE

Later back at the G.M.F Master Mountie is sitting up at his

desk while Harvey, Darla, Darcy and James are sitting across

from him.

MASTER MOUNTIE

(to Harvey)

Well this was one epic day for you

young man. You used your

superpowers on a criminal.

(CONTINUED)
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HARVEY STONE

Thank you Master Mountie, but now

that I showed my powers to my new

friends in public I can’t come to

the G.M.F anymore, due to my sister

telling my mom that I showed my

powers to my new friends.

DARLA STONE

(to Harvey)

Not exactly young man, I watched

you in action and you know what you

are doing with those powers of

yours. And it’s true you want to

follow in your father’s footsteps

as a Mountie. So I was talking with

Master Mountie and we decided to

let you continue to go to the G.M.F

as a full time junior Mountie.

HARVEY STONE

Really, you want me to be a junior

Mountie...This is so cool.

MASTER MOUNTIE

Since your mother told me about

Duke transporting those Power-Up

Energy Drinks all over the world,

people might drink those drinks and

gain superpowers of their own. So

we are allowing you and your

friends to go on missions around

the world to find people who gained

superpowers from the energy drink

and bring them to justice...or have

them join your team...whoever use

their new found powers for good or

evil.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

So what about Duke?

MASTER MOUNTIE

He’s back in jail, without his

powers.

DARCY DILLIANS

How did that happened?

Suddenly Professor Nick and Professor Edward walk into the

office.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

His superpowers were removed by

another person who has the power to

remove superpowers.

PROFESSOR NICK

We scanned him while he was in jail

and his powers some how are all

removed. His 24th chromosome has

been removed from his body.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

24th chromosome? I thought the

human body has 23 chromosomes?

PROFESSOR EDWARD FREDRICK

You see whenever someone drinks a

Power Up Energy Drink they gain an

additional chromosome that grants

them superpowers.

HARVEY STONE

So that how my powers started.

DARCY DILLIANS

And that cloaked guy has the power

to remove other superpowers.

PROFESSOR NICK

What cloaked guy?

HARVEY STONE

When Duke got himself up to

continue to fight, there was this

tall cloaked guy who was on the

outside of the warehouse.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

He might had done something with

Duke’s powers.

MASTER MOUNTIE

A Cloaked man eh? We will try to

find this cloaked man, but in the

mean time, how about celebrating

your rescue mission for saving your

mother.

Harvey, Darla, Darcy and James smile.

CUT TO
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12 EXT. G.M.F HQ FRONT ENTRANCE SUNSET

MELLOW HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Harvey,

Darla, Darcy and James walk out of the G.M.F HQ and walk

down the path.

HARVEY STONE

(smiling)

Wow I can’t believe I’m being a

junior Mountie.

(to Darla)

But mom why won’t you let me be

part of the G.M.F in the first

place?

DARLA STONE

I’m scared that I might never

return on a long mission like your

father did.

JAMES "JIM" JAYSON

(ask Harvey)

Where did your father go for a

mission?

HARVEY STONE

I don’t know, but all I know it’s 1

long mission.

DARLA STONE

Wherever he is I think he’ll be

just fine.

DARCY DILLIANS

I wonder where that cloaked guy

went off to?

CUT TO

13 EXT. ROCKY MOUNTAINS MOUNTAIN TOP SUNSET

TENSE EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Meanwhile

elsewhere at the top of the Rocky Mountains the Tall Hooded

Man is standing on the mountain top with the wind BLOWING in

his cloak.

SHADOWY ENERGY APPEAR on his hand. He FIRES a SHADOWY ENERGY

BLAST out of his hand at some rocks causing them to make

them EXPLODE.

(CONTINUED)
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TALL HOODED MAN

(obsessed)

Powers...I need more powers. Since

that day I drank that energy drink

I need more superpowers.

The Tall Hooded Man look over the horizon with his eyes

GLOWING RED with rage.

TALL HOODED MAN

People will be drinking those

energy drinks and they shall gain

super powers which means I shall

take their powers away and gain

their powers for my own.

The Tall Hooded Man TELEPORTS off of the Mountain Top.

FADE TO BLACK


